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ABSTRACT1

The mismatch between training and testing environments makes
the necessity of speech recognizers to be adaptive both in
acoustic modeling and decision rule. Accordingly, the speech
hidden Markov models (HMM’s) should be able to
incrementally capture the evolving statistics  of environments.
Also, the speech recognizer should incorporate the inevitable
parameter uncertainty for robust decision. This paper presents a
transformation-based Bayesian predictive classification where
the uncertainties of transformation parameters of HMM mean
vector and precision matrix are adequately represented by a
conjugate prior density. Due to the benefit of conjugate density,
we generate the reproducible prior/posterior pair such that the
hyperparameters of prior density could be evolved successively
to new environments using online test data. The evolved
hyperparameters could suitably describe the parameter
uncertainty for TBPC decision. Therefore, a novel framework of
TBPC geared with online prior evolution is developed for robust
speech recognition. This framework is examined to be effective
and efficient on the recognition task of connected Chinese digits
in hands-free car environments.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is no doubt that the robustness issue is crucial for speech
recognition because the mismatch between training and testing
data always exists and degrades the performance considerably in
real-world applications. Generally, the acoustic modeling and the
decision strategy are two directions to be dealt with to achieve
robustness of speech recognition. In this study, we aim to
develop an adaptive speech recognition system where the
nonstationary environments are incrementally traced to
parameterize the acoustic mismatch and simultaneously the
inevitable uncertainty of parameters is compensated to build the
robust decision strategy. In the literature, the incremental EM
algorithm was employed in estimating affine parameters for
online/incremental speaker adaptation [3]. The quasi-Bayes (QB)
principle was developed for online adaptation of continuous-
density HMM’s [4] and transformation parameters [1].
Moreover, because the parameters for recognition are random
due to environmental mismatch and modeling inaccuracy, the
Bayesian predictive classification (BPC) was exploited to
characterize the uncertainty of parameters using a pdf for
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decision rule [5]. The decision is based on a predictive
distribution, which can be approximated via Viterbi decoder. In
calculation of predictive distribution, a less informative prior pdf
of HMM mean using the constrained uniform distribution was
adopted. A conjugate prior using Gaussian density was applied
to model the randomness of mean [6]. Further, Surendran and
Lee [7] employed BPC technique to the framework of
transformation-based adaptation where the uncertainty of
transformation parameters of HMM mean and precision (or
inverse variance) components through a joint normal-gamma
distribution [8].

In this paper, we combine the powers of online transformation-
based adaptation [1] and BPC-based decision strategy [5] to
accomplish intensive robustness in speech recognition. The
original contribution is focused on developing the
transformation-based BPC (TBPC) equipped with the online
prior evolution (OPE) capability, also referred as TBPC-OPE
strategy. We universally build the TBPC decision by
representing the joint multivariate pdf of transformation
parameters of HMM mean vector and precision matrix using a
normal-Wishart density. Such choice of conjugate prior pdf
results in the pooled posterior pdf corresponding to the same
density function. Using the repeated prior evolution and
posterior pooling, we exploit a refreshment mechanism to update
hyperparameters for TBPC decision. The TBPC-OPE strategy
can be established under a joint quasi-Bayes (QB) estimation of
word transcriptions and transformation parameters.

2. GENERAL FORMULATION

In generally, the speech data of test speaker are incrementally
observed. Let },,,{ 21 n

n XXX Λ=χ  be n i.i.d. and

incrementally collected data, which are used to adjust the
speaker-independent (SI) HMM pdfs λ  to fit nonstationary
environments. Assuming that the incremental data are used to

estimate the parameters )(nη  of transformation function )()( ⋅nGη

for adapting clusters of HMM pdfs. After observing current data

nX  with unknown transcription )(nW , the QB estimates of

word transcription )(nW  and parameters )(nη  are obtained by [4]
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where the hyperparameters )1( −nϕ  are extracted from history

data 1−nχ . In essence, the parameters W  and η  are

independent such that (1) can be separated into two stages
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Namely, the first stage of QB estimation is to search the most

likely word sequence )(nW  of data nX . Given )(nW , the HMM

pdfs λ  are subsequently transformed to )(nλ  by using the

parameters )(nη  estimated by (3). Based on this joint QB

estimate with initial hyperparameters )0(ϕ , a recursive QB

estimation of parameter sequences ),,,( )()2()1( nWWW Λ  and

),,,( )()2()1( nηηη Λ  can be established to incrementally trace the

environmental statistics. In [1][4], the incremental adaptation
was presented for supervised speaker adaptation. Herein, we
generalize the learning strategy to be not only incremental but
also unsupervised. The optimal word sequence in (2) is robustly

determined using TBPC rule. And, the hyperparameters )(nϕ  are

evolved incrementally through the estimation of )(nη  in (3).

Conventionally, the transformation parameters η  are estimated

and plugged in MAP decoder of (2) to determine optimal word
sequence. The point estimate η  is embedded in the computation

of likelihood ),( ηWp nX . According to TBPC decision, the

uncertainty of parameters η  is merged into decision of word

sequence. The likelihood ),( ηWp nX  is replaced by the

following predictive distribution

ηϕηηη dWpWpWp n
nn ),(),( )(~ )1( −∫= XX .          (4)

Notably, the prior pdf of parameters η  is common for TBPC

decision in (2)(4) and OPE processing in (3). In Figure 1, we
construct a universal strategy for robust speech recognition and
online environmental learning. The incremental data could be
either adaptation or recognition data provided with or without
word transcription. A switch is used to control whether the
supervision information is available for prior evolution.
Generally, there are several realizations released from this
universal strategy. In [6], the adaptation data collected in off-line
and supervised manners were applied to OPE processing. The
evolved hyperparameters were fixed for BPC-based speech
recognition. Such realization is a special case in our universal
strategy. In fact, the most fascinating realization is designed to
incrementally apply TBPC decision to recognize online test data
and simultaneously utilize the recognized transcription to
perform unsupervised prior evolution.
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Figure 1: TBPC-OPE strategy for speech recognition.

3. TBPC DECISION

In this study, the transformation function is constrained by
adding the bias vector )(n

cµ  to HMM mean vector ikµ and

multiplying the scaling matrix )(n
cθ  to HMM precision matrix

ikr  [1]. The HMM pdf ),( ikikik rµλ =  with state i and mixture

k is hypothetically attributed to cth cluster cΩ . The prior pdf

of transformation parameters ),( )()()( n
c

n
c

n
c θµη =  is modeled

using a multivariate normal-Wishart density
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c
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c
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n
c um ατϕ  are hyperparameters

and d is feature dimension.

3.1 Approach to TBPC Decision

Basically, the calculation of predictive pdf in (4) is very difficult.
An approach using Viterbi BPC algorithm was presented for
speech recognition [5]. This algorithm approximated the
predictive pdf via searching the most likely state ns  and mixture

component sequences nl  corresponding to nX , i.e.
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However, the existing search algorithms could not exactly
accomplish the Viterbi BPC rule. Alternatively, another
approach to approximate the predictive pdf is attempted to
directly calculate the predictive pdf of each observation frame

)(n
tx  [5]. The resulting Bayesian predictive likelihood measure

(BPLM) is then served as new observation pdf and plugged in
MAP decoder of (2) so as to approximate the proposed TBPC
decision. Thus, it turns out that the kernel of TBPC decision is
highlighted on the derivation of the following BPLM
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3.2 Derivation of Bayesian Predictive Likelihood Measure

In BPLM, the integral is operated over the admissible region of
dual parameters ),( ccc θµη = . By using the identity
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becomes the following double integrals
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To solve the double integrals, the first step is to determine the

marginal pdf ∫ −− = c
n
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The marginal pdf )( )1( −n
ccp ϕθ  is a Wishart density with )1( −n

cα

degrees of freedom and precision matrix )1( −n
cu . Accordingly, the

conditional pdf ),( )1( −n
cccp ϕθµ  is obtained by
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which is a Gaussian function with mean vector )1( −n
cm  and

precision matrix )1( −n
ccτθ . Having (10), the inner integral in (8) is

expressed by
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Because the exponent in (11) can be verified by [1][2]
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By substituting (9)(13) into (8), the BPLM can be arranged by
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with identity matrix I  and ik
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integral is operated on a Wishart density of cθ  with 1)1( +−n
cα

degrees of freedom and precision matrix u . Thus, the BPLM
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Applying the identity )1( 1vAvAvvA −+=+ TT  with dd ×

nonsingular matrix A  and 1×d  column vector v  [2], we finally

confirm that )( )(
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The resulting BPLM is proportional to a d-dimensional
multivariate t distribution with 1)1( +−− dn

cα  degrees of freedom,

location vector )1( −+ n
cik mµ  and precision matrix
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4. ONLINE PRIOR EVOLUTION

In addition to TBPC decision, another crucial feature of
proposed strategy is the capability of OPE. This capability
provides TBPC decision with the newest hyperparameters
estimated from the incremental data. In this study, the OPE
processing is accomplished via the online transformation of
HMM’s in (3) [1]. Because the most likely state and mixture
component sequences ),( **

nn ls  of nX  have been obtained after

TBPC decision, (3) can be correspondingly converted by the
following Viterbi approximation
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Substituting (5) into (24), the auxiliary function of cluster cΩ ,

)( cR η , multiplied by a constant can be also expressed by a

normal-Wishart density )ˆ( ccp ϕη  with new hyperparameters

)ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ(ˆ ccccc um ατϕ =  [1]. Such reproducible prior/posterior pair

with normal-Wishart density naturally offers an updating
mechanism for hyperparameters
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Updated hyperparameters )(nϕ  are used for TBPC decision of

next data 1+nX . As a result, the OPE capability is constructed. It

is worth noting that all of the formulas are derived in universal
and multivariate fashions.

5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Speech Databases and Baseline System

We conduct a series of connected Chinese digit recognition
experiments to examine the proposed TBPC-OPE. Two severely
mismatched speech databases were collected. One is the training
database consisted of 1000 utterances by 50 males and 50
females. This database was recorded in office environments via
four close-talking microphones. We applied this database to train
SI HMM’s. The second database contained the utterances of



five males and five females recorded in two median-class cars:
TOYOTA COROLLA 1.8 and YULON SENTRA 1.6. These
utterances were collected using a high-quality MD Walkman of
type MZ-R55 via a hands-free far talking SONY ECM-717
microphone different from those in training database. Three
materials of standby condition, downtown condition and freeway
condition with averaged car speeds respectively being 0 km/h, 50
km/h and 90 km/h were recorded. During recording, we kept the
engine on, the air-conditioner on, the music off and the windows
rolled up. The numbers of testing utterances were 50, 150, 250
and corresponding digits were 324, 964, 1593 for driving
conditions of standby, downtown and freeway, respectively.
The word error rate (WER) was averaged over ten test speakers.
Each speaker had additional five adaptation utterances. All
training/testing utterances contained three to eleven random digits.
Each Chinese digit was modeled using a seven-state CDHMM.
Each HMM state was composed of four mixture components.
The feature vector was consisted of 12-order LPC-derived
cepstral coefficients, 12-order delta cepstral coefficients, one
delta log energy and one delta delta log energy. Our baseline
system (i.e. plug-in MAP decoding using SI HMM’s) reports
the word error rates of 25.6%, 55% and 62.3% for driving
conditions of standby, downtown and freeway, respectively.
Only one transformation cluster was adopted. Initial
hyperparameters )0(ϕ  were estimated from SI training data

[1][4].

5.2 Comparison of Different BPC Decisions

In [6], Jiang et al. presented a BPC decision in which the
uncertainty of HMM mean component itself was modeled by
Gaussian pdf. Some incremental adaptation data were applied to
estimate hyperparameters. These hyperparameters were fixed
for BPC-based speech recognition. To objectively compare
TBPC-OPE and Jiang’s BPC, we perform the realization of
TBPC with OPE processing on adaptation phase where each
speaker uses five adaptation utterances to incrementally learn
his/her own hyperparameters. As shown in Figure 2, Jiang’s
BPC does outperform baseline plug-in MAP. But, Jiang’s BPC
is obviously inferior to our TBPC-OPE for different driving
conditions. In case of freeway driving, the WER of Jiang’s BPC
is 56.9% worse than 45.6% using TBPC-OPE.

Figure 2: Comparison of word error rates for different methods.

In addition, Surendran and Lee [7] introduced a TBPC technique
where transformation parameter of HMM mean component was
Gaussian distributed. In their implementation, the most likely
state and mixture component sequences were first decoded to
estimate hyperparameters for each sentence. Using the estimated
hyperparameters, the HMM’s were adapted and applied to the
second pass TBPC decision. However, the proposed method
adopts the online evolved hyperparameters for TBPC decision.
After recognition of current sentence, the hyperparameters are
refreshed for recognizing next sentence. Accordingly, we only
perform one pass of recognition, which is different from two
passes using Surendran’s method. The processing time of
TBPC-OPE should be considerably reduced. To compare these
two methods, we carry out another realization referred as the
TBPC with OPE processing on test phase where the TBPC
decision utilizes the hyperparameters refreshed on test phase in
unsupervised and incremental manners. Since no adaptation data
are needed, such realization of TBPC-OPE is the most flexible
and attractive. In Table I, we list the word error rates and
recognition speeds of baseline system, Surendran’s method and
TBPC-OPE. Averaged recognition speeds are measured in
seconds per utterance through simulating the algorithms on a
PENTIUM III 450 personal computer. We can see that
Surendran’s method does raise the recognition performance a
great deal. However, the TBPC-OPE can obtain additional
recognition improvement. In case of standby condition, the
25.6% WER of baseline system is greatly reduced to 12.7% of
Surendran’s method and further dropped to 11.3% of TBPC-
OPE. Moreover, the computational cost of Surendran’s method
is almost double compared to proposed TBPC-OPE. The
TBPC-OPE spends only small computational overhead
compared to baseline system.

Table 1: Word error rates and recognition speeds for different
methods.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a novel TBPC decision equipped with
OPE capability for robust speech recognition. The TBPC
decision was established by taking the parameter uncertainty
into consideration so that the resulting decision rule of
transformation-based adaptation could achieve better robustness
than conventional plug-in MAP rule. In this study, we
adequately fitted the transformation parameters of HMM mean
vector and precision matrix using a prior normal-Wishart density
associated with a set of hyperparameters. It turned out that the
TBPC decision depended on the derived BPLM, which was
formulated by a multivariate t distribution form. Due to the
statistical attractiveness of the selected prior density family, the
OPE capability was developed to incrementally trace the newest
environmental statistics/hyperparameters for TBPC decision.
Such joint TBPC-OPE strategy was tightly constructed based on
the QB estimation of word transcriptions and transformation
parameters. Also, we contributed several realizations released
from TBPC-OPE strategy. The realization of TBPC with OPE
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processing on test phase was entirely online and unsupervised.
After the experiments on connected Chinese digit recognition in
car environments, we found that TBPC decision is superior to
traditional plug-in MAP decision. Proposed TBPC-OPE attains
better performance than Jiang’ BPC [6] and Surendran’s method
[7]. Efficiency of TBPC-OPE is verified as well.

7. CONCLUSION
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